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HIGHLIGHTS
• Total office supply declined by
17,000 square meters to a total of
4,953,512 square meters
• Total take up is 37,974 square
meters, declining from 108,534 square
meters in the previous quarter
• Net occupied space decreased by
0.25% Q-o-Q to 4,570,931 square
meters
• The overall occupancy rate in
Bangkok increased slightly to 92.3%
• Mean asking rents increased from
765 baht to 773 baht per square
meters per month

BANGKOK OFFICE MARKET
The Bank of Thailand projects that the economy will expand at the
moderate pace of 3.9% throughout 2019, backed by sustained
public investments in infrastructure and strong signs of recovery
in the tourism sector. Meanwhile, consensus estimates from
other sources project the economy to grow in the 3.6% to 3.8%
range. Thai exports are expected to slow down as a result of
the trade dispute between the United States and China, as well
as the overall decline in global economic conditions. Despite
the setbacks, economic growth fundamentals remain strong
as an additional 760 billion baht of government investment in
infrastructure projects is expected to be dispersed throughout
the year. In addition, the number of foreign tourists is expected
to exceed 40 million as a result of improved confidence and the
return of Chinese tourists.

SUPPLY
In Q1 2019, Bangkok office space declined
by 17,000 square metres to a total of
4,953,512 square metres. No new buildings
were added in this quarter, while one was
removed from the market.

MARCUS BURTENSHAW
Executive Director,
Head of Occupier Services and
Commercial Agency

“The start of 2019 yielded few changes
in the overall market. There was a slight
dip in total occupied space, but behind
this number we can see how occupiers
are continuing to shift away from older
properties and priortise buildings with
better amenities and access.”

Total take up is 37,974 square metres,
reflecting a low level of leasing activity
in this quarter compared to the 108,534
square metres of take up in the previous

quarter. Leasing for low to middle grade
office buildings declined significantly as
grade B take up declined to 12,172 square
metres from 70,961 square metres in the
previous quarter, while grade C take up
declined to 13,696 square metres from
27,183 square metres. Grade A office
space is relatively unaffected as take up
increased slightly from 10,389 square
metres to 12,106 square metres.

FIGURE 1

BANGKOK OFFICE TOTAL TAKE UP BY GRADE

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
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FUTURE SUPPLY
Throughout the remaining 3 quarters of
2019, it is projected that 5 new buildings
will enter the market, adding a total of
approximately 183,609 square metres of
office space. The additions will mainly be
located in non-CBD regions. 2 buildings
will add 62,000 square metres of office
space to the CBD, while the other 3 new
buildings will add 121,609 square metres
to non-CBD areas.
From 2019 to 2023, the Bangkok office
market is expected to grow by 1,280,125
square metres or an average of 256,025
square metres annually. This represents a
supply growth rate of approximately 4.0%
annually. By the end of 2023, total space
in the Bangkok office market will reach 6.2
million square metres.
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TABLE 1

BANGKOK OFFICE FUTURE SUPPLY

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
TABLE 2

BANGKOK OFFICE FUTURE SUPPLY (PROJECTS)

FIGURE 2

BANGKOK OFFICE FUTURE SUPPLY (2019-2023)

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND)
- OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
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DEMAND
In Q1 2019, demand for Bangkok office
declined slightly from the previous
quarter. Net occupied space decreased by
11,438 square metres to 4,570,391 square
metres, representing a slight decline
of 0.25% Q-o-Q. Meanwhile, the overall
market occupancy rate remains strong,
having increased slightly to 92.3% from
92.2% in Q4 2018. The market occupancy
rate has been above 92% for the past
seven consecutive quarters, signifying a
good level of stability in the market. In the
CBD, the area with the highest occupancy
rate is Ploenchit – Chidlom at 97.5%,
having increased by 0.3% Y-o-Y. Outside
the CBD, Asoke – Petchburi has the
highest occupancy rate at 92.7%, despite
having declined by 1.0% Y-o-Y.

Demand for grade A office buildings
remains strong as the occupancy rate is
at 95.8%, having increased by 0.7% Q-oQ. The occupancy rate of grade B office
buildings also increased slightly to 93.5%
from 93.4% in the previous quarter. The
Grade C office space remains the weakest
sector as the occupancy rate fell to 88.3%.

Net absorption turned negative at -11,438
square metres in Q1 2019, following a net
absorption of 468 square metres in the
previous quarter. Given that overall supply
shrank by 17,000 square metres, the
quarterly net absorption level indicates
that there was a minor decline in the level
of demand.

FIGURE 3

BANGKOK OFFICE SUPPLY, DEMAND AND OCCUPANCY RATE

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
TABLE 3

BANGKOK OFFICE OCCUPANCY RATE BY GRADE

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
FIGURE 4

BANGKOK OFFICE SUPPLY - DEMAND DYNAMICS

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
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RENTAL RATES
Average asking rents continued to rise,
increasing to 773 baht per square metres
per month from 765 baht. This represents
a growth rate of 1.1% Q-o-Q and 5.9%
Y-o-Y. Since Q4 2011, the average asking
rent in Bangkok has been defined by
Q-o-Q growth for every quarter. Rents
have been growing at an average of
4.5% annually during this period. Rents
increased for all three office building
grades. Grade A office buildings
experienced the highest rental growth,
increasing by 6.1% Q-o-Q and 11.6%
Y-o-Y, to 1,144 baht per square metres per
month. Meanwhile, rent for grade B and C
buildings grew by 6.7% Y-o-Y to 804 baht
and 0.8% Y-o-Y to 495 baht, respectively.
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TABLE 4

BANGKOK OFFICE ASKING RENT BY GRADE (BAHT PER SQ. M)

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
FIGURE 5

BANGKOK OFFICE AVERAGE ASKING RENT BY GRADE

RENT BY AREAS
Office buildings in the CBD displayed a
mix of slight decline to moderate increase
in rental rates over the past quarter.
However, Y-o-Y rental growth is strong
across the board, with Asoke – Phrompong
achieving the highest Y-o-Y growth
at 7.7% to increase to 947 baht. Office
buildings along Wireless Road still charge
the highest average rent at 1,011 baht.
Outside of the CBD, Bangna experienced a
noteworthy rental increase both quarterly
and yearly. Rents in Bangna increased
by 6.1% Q-o-Q and 5.0% Y-o-Y to 560
baht, highlighting the rise in the level of
residential and commercial development
in the area.

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
TABLE 5

BANGKOK OFFICE ASKING RENT BY AREA (BAHT PER SQ. M)

SOURCE: KNIGHT FRANK (THAILAND) - OCCUPIER SERVICES & COMMERCIAL AGENCY
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GLOBAL BRIEFING
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
KnightFrankblog.com/global-briefing

OUTLOOK
Despite a relatively low level of leasing
activity in this quarter, it is expected that
both supply and demand will pick up
throughout the rest of the year. Greater
post-election political stability and strong
economic fundamentals will encourage
both domestic and local businesses to lease
spaces in the Bangkok office market. From
2019 to 2023, supply is projected to grow
at 4.0% annually, over 2.2 times the growth
rate from 2014 to 2018. Rental rates will
continue to grow, albeit at a slower pace as
the new supply will vastly increase options
of high-grade office space to tenants. This
will lead to an increase in tenant bargaining
power.

GLOSSARY
Central Business District (CBD) – The CBD
is the region in Bangkok that contains
the greatest concentration of grade A
office buildings, 5-star hotels and luxury
shopping malls. Areas within the CBD are
easily accessible via mass transit systems.

Central Business District, within 500 metres
of a mass transit station, and have a floor
plate of at least 1,000 square metres.
Grade B Buildings – Comprising the largest
sector of the office market, these buildings
are traditionally in the greatest demand;
they might not be the most expensive
properties in the market but they typically
represent good value for money.
Grade C Buildings – Typically older
properties, these buildings provide office
space for rent at the most competitive rents
in the market (bottom 40%).
Take Up – Measures the total amount of
space leased by tenants during a given
period of time. It does not account for the
amount of space vacated by tenants. Take
Up is an indicator for the amount of leasing
activity that has occurred.
Net Absorption – Measures the change in
occupied space during a given period of
time. In other words, it is the total amount
of space leased – the total amount of
space vacated by tenants. Net absorption
indicates the change in demand relative to
the current supply available in the market.
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Grade A Buildings – By virtue of their
desirability, these prime properties
command the highest rents in their market
(top 20%). You will find them located in the
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NOTE: ALL FIGURES EXCLUDE MULTI-OWNER OCCUPIED PREMISES AND OFFICE
BUILDINGS SMALLER THAN 5,000 SQUARE METRES.

Knight Frank Commercial Research provides strategic advice, consultancy services and
forecasting to a wide range of clients worldwide including developers, investors, funding
organisations, corporate institutions and the public sector. All our clients recognise the
need for expert independent advice customised to their specific needs.
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Important Notice
© Knight Frank LLP 2019 - This report is published
for general information only and not to be relied
upon in any way. Although high standards have been
used in the preparation of the information, analysis,
views and projections presented in this report, no
responsibility or liability whatsoever can be accepted
by Knight Frank LLP for any loss or damage resultant
from any use of, reliance on or reference to the
contents of this document. As a general report, this
material does not necessarily represent the view of
Knight Frank LLP in relation to particular properties
or projects. Reproduction of this report in whole or
in part is not allowed without prior written approval
of Knight Frank LLP to the form and content within
which it appears. Knight Frank LLP is a limited
liability partnership registered in England with
registered number OC305934. Our registered office
is 55 Baker Street, London, W1U 8AN, where you
may look at a list of members’ names.

